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The Sterling Gun Drills manual sharpening fixture 
provides a fast and easy method of sharpening gun 
drills with the popular facet style grind. Drills of a large
diameter range are positioned and ground without the 
need of expensive bushings or collets. The universal 
nature of this fixture allows standard or custom grinds.

Both scales have locking levers to maintain vertical
and horizontal  positioning, and when  used together
allow compound angles to be ground on the nose of
the drill mounted in the work head.

The fixture is normally used on a tool and cutter
grinder equipped with a 11V9 or 11A2 style
diamond wheel (120 - 150 grit). The spindle of thediamond wheel (120 - 150 grit). The spindle of the
grinding wheel will start at 90º to the table slideway.
The drill tip will also start at 90º to the table,
opposite the spindle.
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1. Outer Primary
2. Outer Secondary
3. Inner Relief
    Point Position
4. Front Clearance
    Oil Dubb-Off
5. Hand Chamfer5. Hand Chamfer Remove drill and freehand at 20° from the longitudinal axis.

End at the rear edge of the primary relief

Primary
Relief (1)

Tolerance of 
point position

.750” - 1.00”
1.00” - 1.50”
1.50” - 2.12”

.035” - .050”

.050” - .075”

.075” - .100”

.035” - .050”

.050” - .075”

.075” - .100”

± .015”
± .020”
± .025”

Aluminum
Facet

Cast Iron
Facet

Steel (std.)
Facet

+30º +12º
+29½º +20º
-20º

0º +25º
-25º -15º

+12º

Dia./4

+15º +15º
+14½º +20º
-20º

0º +25º
-25º -15º

+15º

Dia./4

+40º +12º
+39º +25º
-20º

0º +30º
-25º -12º

+12º

Dia./4
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Place the fixture on the table of the machine. The base of the fixture has two through slots that 
clamp the base to the table. Install two through bolts but do not tighten. Position the horizontal 
(base) register at zero. Indicate front face of the fixture zero to the table movement then tighten 
the through bolts.

Select the appropriate clamping blade for the drill type. The angled blade is to “V” flute gun drills, 
ensuring the “F” mark on the blade is toward the front. The flat blade is for half round drills. Store 
the unused blade on the tapped hole provided on the base. the unused blade on the tapped hole provided on the base. 

Slide the gun drill or half round drill under the blade clamp and forward of the “V” base. Lock in 
position on the tube only with the carbide tip fully clear of the base and blade clamp. With both 
horizontal and vertical scales set at zero, the drill’s flat cutting surface should be parallel to the 
table.

Grind the drill by following the steps outlined for the most common grinds. Custom nose grinds 
can be ground to your requirements. It is recommended that a suitable dust collection system is 
used. A cold gun or spraymist is recommended for large diameters.   used. A cold gun or spraymist is recommended for large diameters.   
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